September 12, 2016
Flathead National Forest
Attention: Forest Plan Revision
650 Wolfpack Way
Kalispell, MT 59901
Re: Total Motorized Route Densities; Decommissioning v. Reclamation
Submitted via https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public//CommentInput?Project=46286
Dear Folks;
The DEIS portrays Alt. A, the current Forest Plan, in a false manner concerning
Amendment 19 (A19). It continues with the same lie espoused elsewhere by the
Flathead that lowering Total Motorized Route Density (TMRD) requires only that the
road be reclaimed and that it need not also be decommissioned/removed from the road
“system.”
Please find attached our Objection to the Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project, wherein the
Flathead is attempting to rebuild previously decommissioned roads, use them for
salvage logging, then “reclaim” them simply by making the first 200-600 feet of the road
unattractive as a travelway. These roads would then be returned to and retained in the
“system,” though they would continue to be omitted from calculations of TMRD.
Allowing roads to remain on the “system” and not be considered roads in TMRD is a
clear about-face on the part of the Flathead that largely began in 2013 with issuance of
the Draft NCDE Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy in an attempt to write standards
and guidelines that would be consistent across the five NCDE National Forests. The
problem is that it is a lie regarding the requirements of A19 on the Flathead and instead
represents a sinking to the lowest common denominator, if indeed other Forests’
standards are not as progressive as A19.
We attached to our much earlier comments on Flathead Plan Revision our comments on
the Draft Conservation Strategy and we later provided a copy of our 6/5/15 “TMRD
Paper.” We updated that paper with an addendum on 2/7/16 and attach that also to
these comments.
In this letter we will point to specific pages in our attached Trail Creek Objection and its
two attached documents that show that reclaimed roads are supposed to be revegetated
to the degree that they deter both motorized and non-motorized use. We ask, however,
that you review the entire Objection, its photos, and the full photo inventory we will

hand-deliver via DVD to the Supervisor’s Office. These illustrate how the Flathead is
switching horses midstream and reinterpreting A19 in a manner that is unlawful and at
odds with how it presented A19 to the public when A19 was being developed and
issued. The Objection and its DVD also illustrate the very real difference between a road
that is simply bermed shut and a road that has been truly reclaimed, decommissioned
and revegetated.
We will now pull a few passages from the attached Objection that are especially
pertinent to the Forest Plan DEIS and its false portrayal of A19. The Objection, on
pages 10 - 12:
Initially, the Flathead proposed LRMP Implementation Note 12 to help guide
implementation of “the preliminary results of the South Fork Flathead River
Grizzly Bear Project” (see the attached 4/28/93 Draft LRMP Implementation
Note #12). In order to “create [GIS] maps comparable to those being used for the
SFGBP,” and subsequently used to determine Open Motorized Route Density
(OMRD), Total Motorized Route Density (TMRD) and Security Core, Note 12
proposed the following definitions and rationale:
Road: all roads except those sufficiently revegetated with shrubs and/or
trees to deter travel by foot or ATV . . .
Preliminary analysis indicates that the response of grizzly bears to trails is
very similar to that described for roads . . .
For the SFGBP, all roads except those sufficiently revegetated with shrubs
and/or trees to deter travel by foot or ATV were included in the total road
density calculation . . .
Barriers placed at closure sites to deter human use are probably not
sufficient to eliminate road effects . . .
As the Flathead began developing A19 to implement the findings of the SFGBP
as the best available science, it was no longer necessary to finalize Note 12. It was
no mistake that A19, which began by allowing simply bermed roads to be
dismissed from calculations of TMRD, would instead require that roads must be
reclaimed to preclude motorized and non-motorized use in order to be dismissed
from TMRD (see for example document L-34 from the A19 Project File, which is a
2/16/95 Protocol Paper documenting the adjustment of methodologies and
definitions for calculating TMRD, OMRD and Security Core).
It was also no mistake that the Flathead took the revegetation and reclamation
requirements so seriously that it considered A19 to require that a road be
removed from the system (be decommissioned) in order to be considered
reclaimed. Nor was it a mistake that the Flathead included a column in its Road
Decommissioning Spreadsheet in which roads were placed and “still monitored
for A19” until the reclamation treatments became effective (up until 1999, that is,
when all the roads in that column suddenly were considered re-vegetated and
simultaneously the Flathead attempted to negate the culvert removal
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requirements of A19 via Implementation Note #13 - see page 8 of our TMRD
paper attached to our comments on the Project).
Nor was the Flathead alone in considering a reclaimed road to no longer be a
road and be adequately revegetated. The Supervisor of the Bridger-Teton
National Forest on 5/24/94 commented on how the IGBC was developing its
broader A19-style approach to managing motorized uses (see attached):
Reclaimed/Obliterated Road: Unnecessary definition. Once a road is
reclaimed/obliterated, it becomes a part of the landscape and should be
measured vegetatively. Road densities are what is important and
reclaimed/obliterated roads are measured by removing them from the
open or restricted road categories. Calculated road densities will measure
the change.
The Flathead and the Project, however, would have us believe that roads can
instantaneously be effectively reclaimed, instantaneously rebuilt, and
instantaneously effectively reclaimed - over and over again - with no additional
impacts to bears and other wildlife and with no lag period for the treatments to
become effective. This even though A19 speaks directly to this lag period. Under
this phony process, TMRD does not change as previously decommissioned roads
are brought back into the system because the Flathead insists that the status of
revegetation is beside the point and that “stored” roads are not roads included in
TMRD simply because the Flathead says so.
The Objection, pages 12 - 13:
The fact that a reclaimed or decommissioned road can be rebuilt in the future
says nothing to support the notion they are not synonymous. The Flathead did in
A19 consider them to be synonymous, portrayed them to the public as
synonymous, treated them for nearly two decades as synonymous, and only
recently has begun claiming they are not.
The Project is trying to not treat them as synonymous any longer, while
simultaneously claiming the environmental effects are equal/synonymous. It is
in fact misrepresenting A19 in order to lessen the reclamation treatments
necessary to “preclude [a reclaimed road’s] use as a motorized or non-motorized
travel way,” making it easier to pull these roads in and out of motorized service
to the detriment of wildlife security. We will provide visual examples later in
Section C of these objections.
The DEIS currently out for public review regarding Flathead Forest Plan revision
shows that the Flathead is attempting to change horses midstream in this regard.
Page 408 of the Volume 1 DEIS states “As of 2013 . . . 711 miles of road has been
decommissioned” per A19. On page 423, the DEIS states “In order to fully meet
amendment 19 [through future implementation of the current Forest Plan/A19] a
total of approximately 518 miles of roads would need to be reclaimed, and either
on the transportation as impassable or off the transportation as decommissioned
. . .”.
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In other words, the Flathead told the public in its A19 Amended EA that
reclaiming a road was the equivalent of decommissioning a road, largely by
telling the public how many miles of road it estimated would be reclaimed by
showing how many miles of road would be removed from the system. Then it
tracked every reclaimed road as a decommissioned road on its Decommissioning
Spreadsheet.
But in 2013 and concurrent with issuance of the Draft Grizzly Bear Conservation
Strategy for the NCDE, the Flathead changed its A19 definition of reclaimed to
mean either an impassable/stored road or a decommissioned road - with no
prior public involvement or NEPA process by which to assess the effects on
grizzly bears and other resources. This change in definitions is unlawful, as is the
Project’s reliance on this charade, and the Forest Plan revision DEIS is equally
flawed for lying about what A19 and the “no action” alternative really say and
mean.
In short, the Flathead is attempting to rewrite history as though a bermed road with
minimal treatment behind the berm is the functional equivalent of a reclaimed and
decommissioned road. The deliberations and NEPA documents accompanying A19 and
similar IGBC efforts, however, show that the differences were clearly considered and
that, especially on the Flathead, effectively reclaimed roads are the equivalent of an
adequately revegetated and decommissioned road.
The Forest Plan DEISs essentially lie about these facts in stating that roads reclaimed
under continued implementation of Alt. A could be either left on the system as
“impassable/stored” or removed from the system as decommissioned. This and other
gross misrepresentations of Alt. A render the DEISs inadequate in providing the full
and fair disclosure of the No Action alternative that is required by NEPA.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Keith J. Hammer
Chair
Attachments:
1. SVC-FOWS Objection to the Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project
2. Keith Hammer’s 6/4/15 “TMRD paper,” with addendum of 2/7/16.
Enclosure:
3. Hand-delivered DVD containing the Trail Creek Objection’s July 2016 photo survey.
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BEFORE THE OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL FORESTER
REGION ONE – USDA FOREST SERVICE
Objection Reviewing Officer
SWAN VIEW COALITION

)
Objector )
)
v.
)
)
CHIP WEBER
)
FLATHEAD FOREST SUPERVISOR
)
Responsible Official )

NOTICE OF OBJECTION
PURSUANT TO
36 CFR 218

DECISION OBJECTED TO:
Draft Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact (DN) for the Trail Creek
Fire Salvage Project, issued with cover letter dated July 29, 2016, and signed by Spotted
Bear District Ranger Debbie Mucklow.
OBJECTORS:

_____________________
Keith J. Hammer
Lead Objector
Chair
Swan View Coalition
3165 Foothill Road
Kalispell, MT 59901
406-755-1379

_______________________
Arlene Montgomery
Objector
Program Director
Friends of the Wild Swan
PO Box 103
Bigfork, MT 59911
406-886-2011

September 12, 2016 - Submitted electronically, with DVD enclosure sent U.S.P.S.
STANDING:
Members of Swan View Coalition (SVC) and Friends of the Wild Swan (FOWS) recreate
in and otherwise visit the Project Area. Both groups were involved in litigation over the
Spotted Bear River Project, which included areas of proposed logging prior to the 2015
fire that are now proposed for salvage logging. Neither group, however, was alerted to
nor provided the Supplemental Information Report when it was issued post-fire for the
Spotted Bear River Project.
SVC visited the fire area in 2015 as soon as it was opened for normal public access
following a lengthy closure during and after the fire. SVC observed where gated and
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bermed roads had been reopened, apparently for firefighting efforts. SVC observed
significant volumes of roadside trees that had been felled and largely decked, with most
apparently then sold as a part of the 389.5 CCF/194.8 MBF Trail Creek Hazard Tree
Salvage Sale. SVC also requested and reviewed the Burned Area Emergency
Rehabilitation documents for the fire area.
Both groups attended the 2/2/16 open house for the Project and provided verbal
comments and questions there. SVC asked Ranger Mucklow to conduct a public field
tour come Summer, which she said she would not do because she relies on her
specialists who already knew what was out on-the-ground.
Both groups provided subsequent written “scoping” comments. SVC provided an
extensive annotated bibliography of relevant scientific literature, compiled with the
assistance of Jeff Juel, asking that it and “the letters of Dr. Hutto and others [be taken]
seriously.” Moreover, SVC provided a CD containing each of the papers cited in its
annotated bibliography. FOWS also provided an extensive literature review.
Soon after the Project EA was release in mid-June 2016, both groups noted Dr. Hutto, an
expert on birds and their relationship to burned forests, had quickly submitted
comments on the EA (on 6/17/16) and offered “to take people into the field to see for
themselves what I’m talking about.” Both groups requested in writing that a public
field tour of the Project area be conducted, that if at all possible it include Dr. Hutto,
and that the EA comment deadline be extended to August 31 to accommodate these
events. The requests were refused in writing, each and every one of them. SVC and
FOWS provided written comments on the EA on July 10 and 13, respectively.
SVC conducted a photo inventory of the previously decommissioned roads to be used
and some of the areas to be salvage logged in the Proposed Action, on July 21 and 22,
2016. The geo-tagged photos, along with descriptive photo-logs and “kml” files that
display the photo locations using Google Earth are included with this Objection via a
DVD. We ask that it be reviewed in its entirety though we’ll include some photos here.
On July 23, SVC sent an email and two of the above referenced photos to Ranger
Mucklow alerting her to and documenting a recent ATV trespass on the
historic/decommissioned Road 1678 - which appears to have been reopened for
firefighting without all closure berms being replaced afterward. SVC has heard nothing
more from Ranger Mucklow about this road and ATV trespass other than her short
“thank you for sharing your observations” email of July 25. SVC requested and on July
26 Matt Shaffer confirmed this email string would be included in the Project File.
We have reviewed the Forest Service’s responses to comments in the draft DN. We find
the following issues raised earlier still unresolved and inadequately addressed in the
draft DN and EA. Additional Objections are being filed under separate cover with
Arlene Montgomery/FOWS as Lead Objector.
INTRODUCTION:
The Forest Service’s treatment of the Trail Creek fire area has been a travesty and the
Project will only make matters worse. Our field reviews show that the FS opened up
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closed and previously decommissioned roads in a wanton manner, apparently in the
name of firefighting. It then failed to return these roads and their closure barriers to
their previous condition, further reducing grizzly bear and other wildlife security both
within and outside Security Core. To the degree these roads were intentionally left with
inadequate reclamation and closure barriers in anticipation of their use for salvage
logging, this represents an irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources that
biases the selection of alternatives. The FS can’t give back to wildlife the security it
denied them over a period of years - that deed is done, irretrievable and irreversible.
Some of the roads in question had not previously or initially received adequate
treatments to insure they were fully reclaimed and no longer used as a road or a trail.
Hence, the grizzly bear security intended by the reclamation was never fully realized
prior to the 2015 fire - and the EA fails to adequately detail these circumstances.
With 2015 firefighting and subsequent roadside salvage and Project preparation, grizzly
bear security was further compromised. With failure to adequately secure previously
reclaimed and bermed roads, inadequate security persists to date. Construction and
reconstruction of new and old roads will further diminish wildlife security, as described
in our comments on the EA and during scoping.
Simply put, the FS has operated in a militaristic fashion in the Project area and
continues to do so. The public was not consulted before previously bermed and
decommissioned roads were reopened for alleged firefighting, nor was the public
consulted when the FS and its contractors felled trees it considers a hazard along the
areas roads. In fact, the public was barred from entering the entire area during this time.
Nor was the public consulted when those felled trees were sold as the Trail Creek
Hazard Tree Salvage Sale. Nor was the public provided a public field tour of the area
when it asked for one. Nor did the FS accept Dr. Hutto’s offer to accompany employees
into the field to better understand the importance of burned forests to birds. Nor did the
FS list Dr. Hutto as having been consulted even though he submitted numerous written
comments and provided several lists of the best available science the FS needed to
consider. Nor did the FS include any response to Dr. Hutto’s comments alongside its
responses to others that commented on the Project. Nor did the FS include an adequate
reference or discussion of all of the best available science provided by Dr. Hutto in its
EA or draft DN.
In short, the public has been denied a truly meaningful discourse with the FS about this
Project. The public was denied the opportunity to look at the area and ask questions of
the FS on-the-ground and it was denied the ability to see how Dr. Hutto’s expertise was
responded to, let alone if and how all of the best available science was considered. This
Project has been a rush to the finish line from the beginning, with hardly a serious
consideration given to whether the FS has perhaps already done enough damage in the
fire area through firefighting, reopening and brushing out of closed roads, and the
preparing and selling of roadside timber salvage - all of which point to a need to do no
further harm through more salvage and road building activities.
Viewed after the fact, it is not a stretch to wonder whether the FS used firefighting in
this area as a smokescreen for reopening historic and closed roads it could then use for
salvage logging and to return some of those roads to the road system. If that weren’t the
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case, one would think the FS would have been certain it reinstalled all closure devices
and returned each of those roads to its pre-firefighting condition - which it did not.
OBJECTIONS:
We incorporate by reference the objections filed by Friends of the Wild Swan in this
matter. We list our additional objections below, using an objection number that keys to
the number assigned the agency’s response to comment in the draft DN’s Appendix C.
For example, Objection 15 will describe how the agency’s Response to Comment #15 is
inadequate and fails to resolve the issue.
Objections do not appear in numerical order. We group them, below, into three major
sections: A) Use of the Best Available Science, B) Flawed and Unlawful Implementation
of Amendment 19, and C) Examples and Photos of Roads and Salvage Units.
A) Use of the Best Available Science
Objection 45: The agency responds, in its sole response to our comments regarding Dr.
Hutto’s comments and his provision of best available science:
Best available science, including that suggested by Dr. Hutto, was considered.
The facts, however, are as follows:
On 2/4/16, Dr. Richard Hutto submitted a letter regarding the scoping documents for
the Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project and included a list of “relevant references . . . so that
employees might come to better appreciate the biological uniqueness associated with
severely burned forests.”
This letter and list Dr. Hutto resubmitted by attachment to his 6/17/16 email comments
on the Trail Creek EA. The email also attached the following “recent paper” as a pdf:
1) Hutto, R. L., R. E. Keane, R. L. Sherriff, C. T. Rota, L. A. Eby, and V. A. Saab. 2016.
Toward a more ecologically informed view of severe forest fires. Ecosphere 7(2):e01255.
10.1002/ecs2.1255
Dr. Hutto’s 6/17/16 email also references several papers that do not appear in his prior
2/4/16 list:
2) Lindenmayer et al., 2004;
3) Lindenmayer and Noss, 2006;
4) McIver and Starr, 2006;
5) DellaSala et al., 2014; and
6) Hanson, 2014.
None of the above papers suggested by Dr. Hutto appear in the Literature Cited
portion of the August 2016 EA.
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Nor does the Literature Cited portion of the August 2016 EA include the following
papers from Dr. Hutto’s prior 2/4/16 list of suggested references:
7) DellaSala, D. A., and C. T. Hanson, editors. 2015. The ecological importance of mixedseverity fires: nature's phoenix. Elsevier, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
8) Hanson, C. T., R. L. Sherriff, R. L. Hutto, D. A. DellaSala, T. T. Veblen, and W. L.
Baker. 2015. Setting the stage for mixed- and high-severity fire. Pages 3-22 in D. A.
DellaSala and C. T. Hanson, editors. The ecological importance of mixed-severity fires:
nature's phoenix. Elsevier, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
9) DellaSala, D. A., D. B. Lindenmayer, C. T. Hanson, and J. Furnish. 2015. In the
aftermath of fire: logging and related actions degrade mixed- and high-severity burn
areas. Pages 313-347 in D. A. DellaSala and C. T. Hanson, editors. The ecological
importance of mixed-severity fires: nature's phoenix. Elsevier Inc., Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
10) Jackson, B. K., S. M. P. Sullivan, C. V. Baxter, and R. L. Malison. 2015. Streamriparian ecosystems and mixed- and high-severity fire. Pages 118-148 in D. A. DellaSala
and C. T. Hanson, editors. The ecological importance of mixed-severity fires: nature's
phoenix. Elsevier, Inc., Amsterdam, Netherlands.
11) Hutto, R. L. 2011. The beauty of a burned forest. Crown of the Continent Magazine
6:42-49.
12) Kotliar, N. B., V. A. Saab, and R. L. Hutto. 2005. Fire on the mountain: birds and
burns in the Rocky Mountains. USDA Forest Service General Technical Report PSWGTR191:1090-1092.
13) Odion, D. C., C. T. Hanson, A. Arsenault, W. L. Baker, D. A. DellaSala, R. L. Hutto,
W. Klenner, M. A. Moritz, R. L. Sherriff, T. T. Veblen, and M. A. Williams. 2014.
Examining historical and current mixed-severity fire regimes in ponderosa pine and
mixed-conifer forests of western North America. PLoS ONE 9:e87852 (87851-87814).
14) DellaSala, D. A., M. L. Bond, C. T. Hanson, R. L. Hutto, and D. C. Odion. 2014.
Complex early seral forests of the Sierra Nevada: What are they and how can they be
managed for ecological integrity? Natural Areas Journal 34:310-324.
15) DellaSala, D. A., J. R. Karr, T. Schoennagel, D. Perry, R. F. Noss, D. Lindenmayer, R.
Beschta, R. L. Hutto, M. E. Swanson, and J. Evans. 2006. Postfire logging debate ignores
many issues. Science 314:51-52.
Nor is Dr. Hutto mentioned in the List of Preparers and Individuals Consulted in
Chapter 4 of the EA.
Nor is Dr. Hutto listed in Appendix C of the Draft DN as having submitted
comments. Nor are his comments responded to in Appendix C.
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Nor are Dr. Hutto’s comments, as a Professor Emeritus at the University of Montana,
included in the EA’s Appendix A: Comments on the Proposed Action from Federal,
State, and Local Agencies.
Even if one examines Project File Exhibit V-1, the Literature Cited Response Table, the
reader is not able to determine how the scientific literature listed was “considered in the
project analysis.” Firstly, citations 4-6 above are not listed at all in V-1.
Secondly, though citation 1 above is listed, it is assigned to no one and is discussed not
at all regarding how it was considered.
Thirdly, though many of the remaining citations above are listed in V-1, the section
“How Considered in the Project Analysis” most often simply restates the citation or
perhaps states the premise of the paper cited - but does not describe how the paper was
considered in the project analysis. (e.g. citations 8, 9, 10, 11, and 14, above).
Fourthly, V-1 actually attempts to describe how several citations were considered in the
project analysis, often saying those papers were “cited” or “included” in the analysis.
However, as noted at the outset of this section, those papers were nonetheless omitted
from the Literature Cited portion of the August 2016 EA (e.g. citations 2, 3, 7, 11, 12, and
15).
The EA and draft DN fail fully to demonstrate in a legible manner how the best
available science was used to shape and inform the decision for this Project. Project File
Exhibit V-1 is not an adequate substitute for the full disclosure the NEPA requires be
included in the EA and DN.
Objection 14: The agency responds:
There is no mention of planting shrubs and trees on page 3-151. The majority of that
page discusses grizzly bear population trends. The referenced quote is from page 3155, which also states “The lack of tree and shrub planting in this [no action]
alternative could also mean a slower recovery of hiding cover.”
We apologize for citing to the wrong page. The DN nonetheless fails to grasp and
respond to the issue. The issue is to not scrape the existing vegetation and trees, burned
or not, off of closed roads and the burned area to facilitate salvage logging and/or the
planting of trees and shrubs. This would set the re-vegetation process back, not advance
it. Nor is the proposed planting effort necessary.
Our July 2016 field review found growth of herbs, grasses, shrubs, and trees on and off
of closed roadways that should not be set back by reconstructing closed roads nor by
operating logging equipment on or off road. Below is one photo of re-vegetation
naturally occurring near Road 2851 in the Bent Creek area, which includes shrubs in the
burned area and the area where roadside “hazard” trees were removed. More photos of
natural re-vegetation can be found in the folder “Re-Veg Misc Along 2851” on the
enclosed DVD. We’ll provide photos of trees and other vegetation that would be
scraped off closed roads in Section C of these objections.
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The agency responds not at all to our referenced advice from Dr. Hutto. In his 2/4/16
letter he finds “Planting native tree seedlings . . . to return the site to forested conditions
in a timely manner . . . is an entirely inappropriate and outdated management goal.”
The FS does no better job in its EA of documenting whether it considered, let alone
addressed, the scientific literature we provided with our scoping comments in both an
annotated bibliography and in whole on a CD. Omitted from the EA’s Literature Cited
is the following literature we provided:
Bull, E., et al. 2001. Effects of Disturbance on Forest Carnivores of Conservation
Concern in Eastern Oregon and Washington. Northwest Science. Vol 75, Special
Issue, 2001.
Campbell, J., D. Donato, D. Azuma, and B. Law. 2007. Pyrogenic carbon emission
from a large wildfire in Oregon, United States. Journal of Geophysical Research.
Vol. 112, G04014. December 2007.
Center for Biological Diversity and John Muir Project, 2014. Nourished By
Wildfire: The Ecological Benefits of the Rim Fire and the Threats of Salvage
Logging. January 2014.
Cherry, M.B., 1997. The black-backed and three-toed woodpeckers: life history,
habitat use, and monitoring plan. Unpublished report. On file with: Lewis & Clark
National Forest, P.O. Box 869, Great Falls, Montana, 59403, 406-791-7700. 19 pp.
DellaSala, Dominick A. and Chad T. Hanson, 2015. The Ecological Importance of
Mixed-Severity Fires: Nature's Phoenix. Published by Elsevier Inc.
DellaSala, Dominick, James R. Karr, Tania Schoennagel, Dave Perry, Reed F. Noss,
David Lindenmayer, Robert Beschta, Richard L. Hutto, Mark E. Swanson, Jon Evans;
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2006. Post-Fire Logging Debate Ignores Many Issues. SCIENCE, Vol. 314, 6 October
2006, pp. 51-52.
Donato, D.C., Fontaine, J.B., Campbell, J. L., Robinson, W.D., Kauffman, J.B., and
Law, B.E., 2006. Post-wildfire logging hinders regeneration and increases fire risk.
Science Express. www.scienceexpress.org.
Everett, Richard. 1995, August 16. Review of Beschta Document, Memorandum.
USDA, Forest Service.
Franklin, Jerry F., 2015. Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the Westside Fire Recovery Project, Klamath National Forest. Jerry F. Franklin,
Professor of Ecosystem Analysis, School of Environmental and Forest Science,
College of the Environment, University of Washington.
Frissell, C.A. and D. Bayles, 1996. Ecosystem Management and the Conservation
of Aquatic Biodiversity and Ecological Integrity. Water Resources Bulletin, Vol.
32, No. 2, pp. 229-240. April, 1996
Jones, A.J., and Gordon E. Grant. 1996. Peak flow responses to clear-cutting and
roads in small and large basins, western Cascades, Oregon . Water Resources
Research, Vol. 32, No. 4, pages 95-974, April 1996.
Lacy, Robert C., and Tim W. Clark. 1993. Simulation Modeling of American
Marten (Martes Americana) Populations: Vulnerability to Extinction. Great Basin
Naturalist; v. 53, no. 3, pp. 282-292.
Marcot, Bruce G. & D. D. Murphy, 1992. Population viability analysis and
management. In Szaro, R., ed. Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes: Theory and
Practice. Proceedings of: Conference on Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes:
Theory and Practice, 13-17 July, 1992, Sacramento, CA.
Meigs, W., D. Donato, J. Campbell, J. Martin, and B. Law. 2009. Forest fire impacts
on carbon uptake, storage, and emission: The role of burn severity in the Eastern
Cascades, Oregon. Ecosystems. DOI 10.1007/s10021-009-9285-x. October 2009.
Nez Perce/Clearwater National Forests. January 2016. Johnson Bar Fire Salvage
Final EIS.
Noss, R. F. and D. B. Lindenmayer (2006). "The ecological effects of salvage
logging after natural disturbance - Introduction." Conservation Biology 20(4): 946948.
Reid, Leslie M. and Thomas Dunne 1984. Sediment Production from Forest Road
Surfaces. Water Resource Research, Vol. 20, No. 11, Pp. 1753-1761, November 1984.
Riggers, Brian; Rob Brassfield; Jim Brammer; John Carlson; Jo Christensen; Steve
Phillips; Len Walch; Kate Walker; 2001. Reducing Fire Risks to Save Fish – A Question
of Identifying Risk. A Position Paper by the Western Montana Level I Bull Trout Team,
2001.
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Ruggiero, L.F., G. D. Hayward, & J. R. Squires, 1994. Viability Analysis in
Biological Evaluations: Concepts of Population Viability Analysis, Biological
Population, and Ecological Scale. Conservation Biology, Vol. 8, No. 2, June 1994,
pp. 364-372
Scientists Post-fire Letter, 2013. Open Letter to Members of Congress from 250
Scientists Concerned about Post-fire Logging. October 30, 2013
Scientists Post-fire Letter, 2015. Open Letter to U.S. Senators and President Obama
from 264 Scientists Concerned about Post-fire Logging and Clearcutting on
National Forests. September 2015.
Sexton, Timothy O., 1998. Ecological Effects of Post-Wildfire Management
Activities (Salvage-Logging and Grass-Seeding) on Vegetation Composition,
Diversity, Biomass, and Growth and Survival of Pinus ponderosa and Purshia
tridentate. Master’s Thesis, Oregon State University, 1998.
Thompson, I., Mackey, B., McNulty, S., Mosseler, A. (2009). Forest Resilience,
Biodiversity, and Climate Change. A Synthesis of the
Biodiversity/Resilience/Stability Relationship in Forest Ecosystems. Secretariat of
the Convention on Biological Diversity, Montreal. Technical Series no. 43, 67
pages.
USDA Forest Service, 2000a. Environmental Effects of Postfire Logging: Literature
Review and Annotated Bibliography. Gen. Tech. Rep. PNW-GTR-486. Wenatchee,
WA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research
Station.
Our review of Project File Exhibit V-1 yields similar results to our review relative
to Dr. Hutto’s references. It is the exception to the norm where V-1 actually
describes how the cited paper was used to shape the Project or inform the
Decision. And, as stated above, Exhibit V-1 is not an adequate substitute for the
full disclosure the NEPA requires be included in the EA and DN.
B) Flawed and Unlawful Implementation of Amendment 19
Objections 9 and 10: Regarding the reconstruction of previously decommissioned/
historic roads to then be kept as new “stored” system roads, the agency responds:
Per the description of the proposal for “new system roads to be stored” in Chapter 2,
construction activities will involve brushing, BMP work (e.g. removal of corduroy
logs for channel crossings before spring runoff), surface reconditioning and ditch
cleaning. The condition of the stored road following its use for harvest operations
will be similar to its current condition. No stream aligned culverts or bridges will be
on stored roads . . .
This means that very little work is needed to use the roads again for harvest
operations and, other than the work needed on the first 200-600 feet of the road
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following their use for harvest to make the first potion of the road unattractive as a
travel way, no additional work will be needed to place the roads into storage
following harvest operations.
To the contrary, reconstructed historic roads will not be left in a condition similar to the
current condition or the pre-firefighting condition. Indeed, a number of these roads are
not currently in the condition they were prior to their apparent use in firefighting in
2015 - due to vegetation and closure berms removed from roads and not replaced nor
given time to re-vegetate naturally in order to no longer function as a road or trail per
the A19 definition of a reclaimed/decommissioned/historic road.
The above response bears this out. A road that currently has brush and other vegetation
on its surface in order to help render it impassable and unusable as a road or trail will
no longer be as impassable and unusable when that brush and other vegetation are
removed. We’ll provide visual examples of this is Section C of these objections, but let’s
first get a few things straight about A19 by looking at its Appendix D definitions and a
few more responses to our pervious comments in the draft DN.
Let’s recognize right now that A19’s Appendix D definitions allow for several means of
reclaiming a road but they require that the entire length of the reclaimed road, not just
the first “200 to 600 feet,” be treated:
A reclaimed road has been treated in such a manner so as to no longer function as a
road or trail and has a legal closure order until reclamation treatment is effective.
This can be accomplished through one or a combination of treatments including:
recontouring to original slope, placement of natural debris, or revegetation with
shrubs or trees . . .
The first portion of the road (typically 200 to 600 feet) will be treated in such a
manner so as to preclude its use as a motorized or non-motorized travelway. This
will include (1) making the road junction area unattractive as a travelway, and (2)
treating the remainder of the first portion to make awareness of the road improbable
and preclude motorized or non-motorized use . . .
Treat the road, other than the first portion, in a way that will discourage its use as a
motorized or non-motorized travelway. Treatment should include: sporadic
placement of natural debris over most of the road length, and surface treatment to
encourage natural, planted or seeded vegetation . . . The acceptable lag time for the
treatment to become effective and expected persistence of people to continue to use
a road should dictate the amount and type of initial, and perhaps follow-up,
treatment required . . . Roads that have been treated, but that do not yet fully satisfy
the definition of a reclaimed road will be included in calculations of total motorized
access route density.
The Project, per Responses 9 and 10, would merely treat the first 200-600 feet of the
road, immediately consider the treatment effective and dismiss it from TMRD.
Initially, the Flathead proposed LRMP Implementation Note 12 to help guide
implementation of “the preliminary results of the South Fork Flathead River Grizzly
Bear Project” (see the attached 4/28/93 Draft LRMP Implementation Note #12). In
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order to “create [GIS] maps comparable to those being used for the SFGBP,” and
subsequently used to determine Open Motorized Route Density (OMRD), Total
Motorized Route Density (TMRD) and Security Core, Note 12 proposed the following
definitions and rationale:
Road: all roads except those sufficiently revegetated with shrubs and/or trees to
deter travel by foot or ATV . . .
Preliminary analysis indicates that the response of grizzly bears to trails is very
similar to that described for roads . . .
For the SFGBP, all roads except those sufficiently revegetated with shrubs and/or
trees to deter travel by foot or ATV were included in the total road density
calculation . . .
Barriers placed at closure sites to deter human use are probably not sufficient to
eliminate road effects . . .
As the Flathead began developing A19 to implement the findings of the SFGBP as the
best available science, it was no longer necessary to finalize Note 12. It was no mistake
that A19, which began by allowing simply bermed roads to be dismissed from
calculations of TMRD, would instead require that roads must be reclaimed to preclude
motorized and non-motorized use in order to be dismissed from TMRD (see for
example document L-34 from the A19 Project File, which is a 2/16/95 Protocol Paper
documenting the adjustment of methodologies and definitions for calculating TMRD,
OMRD and Security Core).
It was also no mistake that the Flathead took the revegetation and reclamation
requirements so seriously that it considered A19 to require that a road be removed from
the system (be decommissioned) in order to be considered reclaimed. Nor was it a
mistake that the Flathead included a column in its Road Decommissioning Spreadsheet
in which roads were placed and “still monitored for A19” until the reclamation
treatments became effective (up until 1999, that is, when all the roads in that column
suddenly were considered re-vegetated and simultaneously the Flathead attempted to
negate the culvert removal requirements of A19 via Implementation Note #13 - see page
8 of our TMRD paper attached to our comments on the Project).
Nor was the Flathead alone in considering a reclaimed road to no longer be a road and
be adequately revegetated. The Supervisor of the Bridger-Teton National Forest on
5/24/94 commented on how the IGBC was developing its broader A19-style approach
to managing motorized uses (see attached):
Reclaimed/Obliterated Road: Unnecessary definition. Once a road is
reclaimed/obliterated, it becomes a part of the landscape and should be measured
vegetatively. Road densities are what is important and reclaimed/obliterated roads
are measured by removing them from the open or restricted road categories.
Calculated road densities will measure the change.
The Flathead and the Project, however, would have us believe that roads can
instantaneously be effectively reclaimed, instantaneously rebuilt, and instantaneously
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effectively reclaimed - over and over again - with no additional impacts to bears and
other wildlife and with no lag period for the treatments to become effective. This even
though A19 speaks directly to this lag period. Under this phony process, TMRD does
not change as previously decommissioned roads are brought back into the system
because the Flathead insists that the status of revegetation is beside the point and that
“stored” roads are not roads included in TMRD simply because the Flathead says so.
Let’s return to more responses to our comments in this regard.
Objection 36 and 37: The agency responds:
The context of Amendment 19 is very clear in reference. As the name implies, when
calculating TMRD [Total Motorized Route Density], hunter and hiker use is nonmotorized, and would not count when quantifying TMRD . . . The Trail Creek
project would do just this, treat the proposed roads according to the definition of
reclaimed so that these roads do not function as a motorized route.
This is a wholesale misunderstanding of A19 and its plain language provided above.
TMRD can only be lowered by reclaiming a road and A19 requires that a reclaimed
road “be treated in such a manner so as to preclude its use as a motorized or nonmotorized travelway.” See also above how TMRD was developed and defined to
account for non-motorized use per the South Fork Grizzly Bear Study findings and
methods. A19’s unfortunate compromise and allowance of up to 20 parties per week of
non-motorized use applies to trails and bermed “restricted roads within security core
areas,” not to reclaimed roads omitted from TMRD.
As detailed in our comments on the EA, the FS cannot argue that it must retain the road
prism free enough of brush and trees to facilitate elk hunting on foot or horseback while
simultaneously claiming the road is effectively reclaimed and doesn’t count in TMRD.
Objection 36(a): The agency responds:
[The] 1994 Task Force Report and A19 Appendix D state a reclaimed road/trail has
been treated to no longer function as a road or trail. Neither of these documents state
that a reclaimed route impassable to motorized vehicles cannot be part of the system
database . . . A19 response to comments shows that a reclaimed road could be used
again in the future supporting that decommissioning/reclamation are not
synonymous.
The response selectively ignores the crux of our comment and the fact that the A19
Amended EA, in response to our comments and questions at that time about whether or
not A19 would actually remove any roads from the landscape, accounted for reclaimed
roads and reductions in TMRD by displaying the effects as the miles of roads removed
from the road system, i.e. decommissioned roads. (See pages 2 and 3 of Keith Hammer’s
TMRD white paper attached to our comments on the Project).
The fact that a reclaimed or decommissioned road can be rebuilt in the future says
nothing to support the notion they are not synonymous. The Flathead did in A19
consider them to be synonymous, portrayed them to the public as synonymous, treated
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them for nearly two decades as synonymous, and only recently has begun claiming
they are not.
The Project is trying to not treat them as synonymous any longer, while simultaneously
claiming the environmental effects are equal/synonymous. It is in fact misrepresenting
A19 in order to lessen the reclamation treatments necessary to “preclude [a reclaimed
road’s] use as a motorized or non-motorized travel way,” making it easier to pull these
roads in and out of motorized service to the detriment of wildlife security. We will
provide visual examples later in Section C of these objections.
The DEIS currently out for public review regarding Flathead Forest Plan revision shows
that the Flathead is attempting to change horses midstream in this regard. Page 408 of
the Volume 1 DEIS states “As of 2013 . . . 711 miles of road has been decommissioned”
per A19. On page 423, the DEIS states “In order to fully meet amendment 19 [through
future implementation of the current Forest Plan/A19] a total of approximately 518
miles of roads would need to be reclaimed, and either on the transportation as
impassable or off the transportation as decommissioned . . .”.
In other words, the Flathead told the public in its A19 Amended EA that reclaiming a
road was the equivalent of decommissioning a road, largely by telling the public how
many miles of road it estimated would be reclaimed by showing how many miles of
road would be removed from the system. Then it tracked every reclaimed road as a
decommissioned road on its Decommissioning Spreadsheet.
But in 2013 and concurrent with issuance of the Draft Grizzly Bear Conservation
Strategy for the NCDE, the Flathead changed its A19 definition of reclaimed to mean
either an impassable/stored road or a decommissioned road - with no prior public
involvement or NEPA process by which to assess the effects on grizzly bears and other
resources. This change in definitions is unlawful, as is the Project’s reliance on this
charade, and the Forest Plan revision DEIS is equally flawed for lying about what A19
and the “no action” alternative really say and mean.
Objection 36b: The agency responds:
The reclaimed road definition in A19 does not state that a road must be removed
from the system database or decommissioned. On the ground, there won’t be any
difference between these reclaimed roads and a road that is decommissioned with
the exception that the reclaimed system roads will retain a number in the system
database.
As discussed above, the A19 definition of a reclaimed road was developed in part in
response to public comment and, particularly in the Amendment A19 EA, the Flathead
told the public that the terms reclaimed and decommissioned were synonymous by
indicating the miles of road estimated to be reclaimed to be the same miles of road
removed from the system.
As also discussed above, the FS is arguing against itself by blatantly relaxing the
definition of a reclaimed/decommissioned non-system road to include a reclaimed
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system road that has not had the entire road treated to preclude BOTH motorized AND
non-motorized use. The agency can’t have it both ways.
C) Examples and Photos of Roads and Salvage Units
Note: The enclosed DVD includes a “Roads Key Map.pdf” that used FNF kml files to
display the location of decommissioned/historic roads and their closure devices in
relation to “system” roads - which is a useful reference for the following examples. The
DVD also contains many more photos from which those shown here were selected.
Historic Road 2851A: Below, for example, is what historic Road 2851A looked like in
July 2016, in the location to be reconstructed under Alt. 3 where it curves northward
around Salvage Unit 128. The photo was taken looking straight down the center of the
old road. We presume this is similar to what the portions of this road between here and
its junction with Road 2851 looked like prior to being bladed open for firefighting in
2015.

It takes many years, if not decades, for a reclaimed road to become this overgrown with
vegetation and to finally preclude its use as a road or trail. Below is what the portions of
this historic road nearer Road 2851 looked like in July 2016, after apparently being
bladed open for 2015 firefighting. The vegetation and trees were knocked down,
trampled and no longer discourage use by people as it once did and as the vegetation in
the untrammeled portion of the road shown above still does.
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This is no longer an adequately reclaimed road in spite of some slash covering the first
couple hundred feet at its junction with Road 2851. Is this what the FS considers to be
the new “current condition” that the post-salvage “stored” condition will be similar to?
The EA and responses to public comments do not make clear that the “current
condition” of most of these roads is not the pre-firefighting condition. It fails to
accurately describe the current condition and recent past conditions under which
grizzly bear and other wildlife security has been greatly reduced by firefighting work
and timber sale preparations. Nowhere does the EA make clear that closed roads used
in firefighting were not returned to their prior condition, nor were numerous road
closure berms replaced afterwards. (More examples will be provided below).
The post-salvage condition of the above road will be nothing like the pre-firefighting
condition and will instead be an inviting travelway for human use. To the degree the FS
might argue that this and other roads have not yet been fully reclaimed following
firefighting, this is an irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources biasing
selection of a salvage alternative that would then further treat the road. At this point, it
is an easy-to-walk travelway compared to the overgrown decommissioned road it was
before firefighting (and still is overgrown beyond where the firefighting stopped though Alt. 3 salvage would scrape the vegetation and trees off this road further still).
Reconstructing this road for salvage will make the matter worse, not better.
Historic Road 1678: The July 2016 photos below show that, while there is a berm and
boulders placed on Road 1678 at its junction with Road 568, the first 200-600 feet of the
road was not made unattractive nor “treated in such a manner so as to preclude its use
as a motorized or non-motorized travelway” - even though it is considered a reclaimed
and decommissioned road and not counted in calculations of Total Motorized Route
Density (TMRD). Indeed, this and other barriers appear to have been removed for 2015
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firefighting with this first barrier having been replaced, as evidenced by the freshness of
the berm and the scraping of the roadbed behind the berm.

The berm shown above has an ATV detour around it, which we documented on July 22,
2016 had been recently used by ATV as well as sometime in the past. (See the email
string in the Project File between Keith Hammer and Ranger Mucklow wherein this
ATV trespass was reported on July 23. See also Keith Hammer’s photo notes on the
DVD). The photos below show the fresh ATV tracks on a portion of the road apparently
scraped down for 2015 firefighting (left) and through grass in a wet area (right).
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The photos below show where a second road closure berm was apparently dozed out
by 2015 firefighting but not replaced afterwards (reverse views of same spot).

The image below left shows that the FNF considers the above a road closure barrier per
its “Barriers” kml file provided on its geospatial web page and included in our DVD.
The July 2016 photo below right shows the only meager slash apparently placed on the
roadbed following 2015 firefighting, which has been easily run over by ATV.
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The photo below left shows a small berm and boulders apparently placed in the road
following 2015 firefighting, over which the ATV passed. The photo below right shows
what finally forced the ATV to turn around; heavy large diameter deadfall on the road
in Salvage Unit 29, where firefighting equipment apparently treaded no further.

The EA and response to comments fail to acknowledge, let alone discuss the degree to
which deadfall of this sort is essential to physically deterring motorized and nonmotorized use of “reclaimed” roads - and the effects that removing such deadfall and
nearby future deadfall will have on wildlife security. Instead, they simply repeat the
same lie that these roads will be as secure for wildlife after being rebuilt, bladed clear of
vegetation, used for salvage logging, and “reclaimed” by simply making the first 200600 feet of the road look unattractive.
Rebuilding and salvage logging along this historic road, then “storing” it most certainly
will not return this and other roads to conditions “similar to its current condition,” let
alone its pre-firefighting condition. The 2015 fire and subsequent deadfall is helping
secure this area for bears and other wildlife by making the road virtually impassable to
motorized and non-motorized uses. After seeing how these roads were abused during
2015 firefighting and left far short of being reclaimed after, we have no reason to believe
the FS will behave in any better way post-salvage. (Note knapweed and thistles, above).
Historic Road 1678 was not properly reclaimed to begin with and firefighting made the
situation worse. The 2015 fire appears to have done the best job of reclamation thus far.
The only work this road should see in the future is to have barriers replaced, weeds
treated, and to have substantial vegetation and deterrents to human use installed prior
to proposed Salvage Unit 29’s location, wherein and beyond which nature is helping
reclaim this road and will do so if it is not interrupted by salvage logging.
Historic Road 2836: The first portion of this road is a bermed system road that must not
received motorized use or high levels of non-motorized use during the grizzly bear
non-denning season - because its closure is intended to provide Security Core. Where
the road splits in three directions, the middlemost is the decommissioned/historic
portion of Road 2836, while right and left forks are decommissioned/historic roads
2836A and 2836B, respectively (see the Roads Key Map.pdf on our DVD).
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Below left is a photo showing where the initial closure berm/tank trap for the
decommissioned portion of Road 2836 was apparently dozed out during 2015
firefighting and not replaced after. Below right is the berm info.

Does this look like a properly reclaimed/decommissioned road? Does the first 200-600
feet appear to be “treated in such a manner so as to preclude its use as a motorized or
non-motorized travelway?” Hardly, and it doesn’t look like it ever was treated in such a
manner even though it is considered a reclaimed and decommissioned road. An earth
berm or tank trap does not adequately secure a reclaimed road under A19 definitions
(provided in pertinent part above).
Moreover, 2015 firefighting apparently made the situation worse and less secure for
grizzly bear and other wildlife. The EA and response to comments, however, are based
on the mistaken assumption that this road was adequately reclaimed and adequately resecured post-firefighting. To the degree these roads were intentionally left with
inadequate reclamation and closure barriers in anticipation of their use for salvage
logging, this represents an irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources. The
FS can’t give back to wildlife the security it denied them over a period of years - that
deed is done, irretrievable and irreversible. And the FS must now go back and re-secure
such roads - an action not discussed at all in the EA or draft DN! (This particular
historic road accesses Salvage Unit 23 in Alt. 2 but not in Alt. 3).
Historic Road 2851: The decommissioned portion of Road 2851 begins at milepost (MP)
2.22, near the crossing of South Creek. Because the large culvert at this crossing was not
removed, however, this does not comply with A19’s requirement that all stream-aligned
culverts be removed nor its requirements that the first 200-600 feet of the reclaimed
road be “treated so as to preclude its use as a motorized or non-motorized travelway.”
As the Google Earth image below shows as of 7/25/13, conventional motor vehicles
travel beyond the beginning of the reclaimed portion of the road (shown as green), in
spite of the fact that a gate exists at MP 2.12 (shown as the red square on the “system”
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portion of Road 2851 shown in yellow, near the South Creek trailhead at left). A gate is
not allowed as a closure device for a reclaimed road under A19 and the culvert was not
removed to make the reclaimed road impassable either (visible at the rightmost point of
the green road in the image). Moreover, a single-track trail is evident further down the
reclaimed portion of 2851 even though it is not supposed to function as a road or trail,
motorized or non-motorized, under A19.

Below left is our July 2016 photo of the gate. Below right is our photo of the culvert left
in place during reclamation circa 1999 - to be removed by the Project for aquatic
reasons.
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Below are two of our July 2016 photos. The photos show trees finally growing in to
preclude use of the reclaimed road as a road or trail, just prior to Salvage Unit 134. The
right photo shows trees both standing and as deadfall that are beginning to reclaim this
road and preclude its use as a road or trail.

The Project would rebuild this portion of road to access Salvage Units 134, 12 and 13,
removing vegetation and trees from the road and setting back efforts to have vegetation
and deadfall effectively preclude use of the road as a road or trail. As asked in our
comments on the EA and in our requests for relief in this Objection, this road should not
be rebuilt, the culvert at South Creek should be removed both for aquatic reasons and to
finally comply with A19 in serving as a substantial barrier to human travel while
eliminating the chance of the culvert ever failing.
Historic Road 10132: This short decommissioned road is reported closed at both ends
by earth berms circa 1998. Below left is our July 2016 photo of the eastern end earth
berm, which appears to have been reconstructed during/after 2015 firefighting. Below
right is our photo of the roadbed and presumably “hazard” trees felled in 2015.
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Per A19, earth berm closures do not adequately reclaim a road, as was apparently
deemed sufficient for Road 10132. Nor does the roadbed appear to have been
adequately treated with taller vegetation and slash to discourage its use as a road or
trail, nor was the first 200-600 feet treated to preclude its use as a road or trail. If there
were such prior treatments and they were removed in 2015, they were not replaced.
To the degree this road was intentionally left with inadequate reclamation and closure
barriers in anticipation of its use for salvage logging, this represents an irretrievable and
irreversible commitment of resources that biases the selection of alternatives. The FS
can’t give back to wildlife the security it denied them over a period of years - that deed
is done, irretrievable and irreversible.
Road 5359 and Grizzly Bear Security Core: Below is a Google Earth image of Road
5359 and its relationship to Security Core, compiled using Flathead NF kml files:

This image demonstrates how Security Core is pulled back/buffered 500 meters from
open and gated roads and that, conversely, only reclaimed and bermed roads are not
buffered out of Core. Note, for example, where Core is buffered back in a clear arc from
the west end of the gated Road 2851D, where it joins with Road 5359.
According to A19’s Appendix D, “Restricted roads may occur within security core
areas, but they may not receive motorized use during the non-denning period [nor]
high levels of non-motorized use . . . defined as receiving 20 or greater parties per week
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. . . Restriction of roads within security core areas requires adequate permanent physical
barriers and legal closure order(s).” Our photo below, however, show the condition of
Road 5359 near its junction with gated Road 2851D in July 2016:

The berm at left is at the west end of gated Road 2851D and appears newly
reconstructed sometime after 2015 firefighting. Road 5359, at right, appears to have
been receiving substantial and relatively recent motorized use during the non-denning
period, as evidenced by dusty two-track tire tracks. The northernmost portion of Road
5359, behind where this photo was taken facing south, does not exhibit this level of
motorized use.
Given that Road 5359 south of its junction with Road 2851D has been receiving
motorized use during the non-denning period, it would reduce Security Core by 500
meters to the west. This fact the EA does not adequately disclose nor adequately factor
into the cumulative effects of pre-fire security, during-fire reductions in security,
existing security, and proposed further reductions in security during Project salvage
activities.
Moreover, the prior berm installed on gated Road 2851D at its junction with Road 5359
was apparently installed in 2009, as indicated in the Google Earth image compiled using
Flathead NF kml files below:
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A19’s Appendix D definitions require that Security Core “once established and
effective, remain in place for at least 10 years.” The 2015 firefighting, other uses of Road
5359, and the proposed use of Road 5359 for logging of Salvage Units 6, 7, 31, 32, and
137 all violate A19 Security Core prior to the ten year minimum security necessary
before it can be entered and altered by motorized and high levels of human use.
Objection 38: The agency responds:
Salvage logging in core would occur during the denning season and would not
impact grizzly security. Outside of core, due to influence of temporary and system
roads used within 500 m of core the project would influence core by 2% in the
Spotted Bear Mountain subunit . . . The affected subunits either meet or exceed A19
security core objectives . . . project activities would result in negligible increased risk
of mortality for grizzly bears . . .
While this response acknowledges that activities outside Core will affect and diminish
Core, it fails to note that such diminishment of Core cannot occur prior to ten years of
the Core being established and effective. This violates A19 and the Forest Plan. It cannot
occur without a prior Forest Plan amendment. Security Core encompasses more than
just a reduction in mortality risk. It is supposed to afford bears the ability to utilize Core
habitat for feeding, breeding and sheltering - and be able to pass this knowledge of all
of the Core along to offspring over a ten year period. Moreover, the EA is inadequate
from an ESA and NEPA perspective in failing to adequately disclose the cumulative
effects of pre-fire security, during-fire reductions in security, existing security, and
proposed further reductions in security during Project salvage activities.
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Additionally, in regards to our July 2016 review of Road 5359 north of its junction with
Road 2851D, we found the roadbed had been scraped down in places, apparently
during 2015 firefighting. We found no berm closure at the beginning of the
decommissioned section, as shown on the map above per Flathead NF kml files. We
found that a culvert aligned with a small seep/stream was left in the decommissioned
road a short distance beyond the old Trail 329 trailhead and that a berm that
presumably would direct water across the roadbed should the culvert plug had been
dozed out and not replaced (see photo below left). On the bright side, the road a ways
beyond the old trailhead indeed appears to preclude motorized and non-motorized use
due to well-established large vegetation, at least at the pictured location (see photo
below right).

Old Road Template into Salvage Unit 18: Reconstructing a temporary logging road on
the old template into Salvage Unit 18 would provide human access to the riparian area
along Bench Creek and the logging of Unit 18 would reduce critical hiding cover
between the main Road 2851 and Bench Creek. Our July 2016 photo below left was
taken from Road 2851 and shows the old template across the middle, with Bent Creek at
the top of the photo. Our photo below right shows how the old template remains
largely unnoticeable and discourages human access in spite of the 2015 fire. Rebuilding
this template will destroy this natural deterrent to human access and will disturb soils
and sediment in close proximity to Bent Creek.
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Noxious Weeds: The fire area, especially on and along roads both system and
decommissioned, is rife with noxious weeds including spotted knapweed and thistle.
Salvage logging and road construction/reconstruction will most certainly spread these
weeds and their seed, even during wintertime disruption of the roadbeds and soils. It is
apparent the Flathead is not adequately controlling these weeds. Continued use of these
road templates by hunters, horses and others is likely not helping.
Below are two of our July 2016 photos showing weeds on the previously
decommissioned portion of Road 2851 that would be rebuilt for Alt. 3 salvage logging showing spotted knapweed in the left photo and thistle in the right photo:

Also see the abundant knapweed and thistles present on historic Road 1678 in the
photos on page 18 of this Objection. Where else along this road did the equipment that
dug this berm in the midst of this knapweed spread the knapweed? How will this
knapweed not be spread further if this road is bladed open again to salvage Unit 29?
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Below are two of our July 2016 photos of weeds on portions of bermed and previously
decommissioned roads that would have been used for salvage logging under Alt. 2 to
illustrate the extent of the problem and the need to replace salvage logging with better
weed control and road reclamation work. Promising in the EA and DN to “minimize
the spread of weeds” is not the same thing as not spreading them any further and
taking measures to eradicate them. The photo at left shows knapweed on the bermed
portion of Road 2836. The photo at right shows knapweed on historic Road 2836B.

SUMMARY AND LAWS VIOLATED
As detailed in our comments on the Project and our objections above, the Flathead
reopened numerous closed and previously reclaimed roads in the name of firefighting,
violating Grizzly Bear Security Core and other aspects of A19. It then proceeded to fell
and sell “hazard” trees without adequate public notice and input. Then it produced an
EA and draft DN that fail to clearly describe and analyze the cumulative effects of these
actions in addition to actions being taken under the Spotted Bear River Project and
actions proposed in the Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project.
Moreover, our field review of the area immediately following the 2015 fire and in July
2016 give us reason to believe that road decommissioning conducted in the area
pursuant to and following the 1997 Bent Flat II Project was not conducted in good faith
and per A19’s Appendix D definitions. Rather, based on the dates of closure berms and
other road features provide in Flathead NF kml files, it appears this work was instead
done in the spirit of the failed Implementation Note 13. Note 13 attempted to relax A19
requirements, including those requiring the removal of all stream-aligned culverts,
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reducing reclamation requirements to little more than installation of an earth berm.
When challenged and after rescinding Note 13 on the advice of FS attorneys, thenSupervisor Barbouletos promised A19 implementation would follow its Appendix
D/TT definitions. (See Keith Hammer’s TMRD white paper attached to our comments
on the Project, pages 7-8). This was not done in the 2015 fire area pre-fire, during 2015
firefighting, or post-firefighting, and would not be accomplished in the Project.
It appears roads in this area were instead reclaimed in a manner that would minimize
work to reconstruct them, with some receiving little more than a boulder or earth berm
barrier and little effort given to establishing vegetation on the roadway that would
physically preclude motorized and non-motorized use. And, as detailed above,
firefighting and post-fire work destroyed much of what little had previously been done
to reclaim these roads - and we find no evidence in the area’s BAER reports that BAER
support was sought to return these roads to their pre-firefighting condition. The work
previously done and the post-firefighting condition of these roads is a wholly
inadequate baseline against which to compare the condition these roads would or
should be in post-salvage or post-non-salvage.
It also appears Stoltze Lumber is glad to have road construction and reclamation work
in addition to timber salvage (see Comment/Response 12 in the draft DN). As the
photos and discussion in this Objection show, however, the proposed cycle of semireclaiming roads, then rebuilding them, then semi-reclaiming them again and again
does not provide the required wildlife security, spreads noxious weeds, and is an unfair
continuous burden on the American taxpayer.
The Flathead has utterly failed in the Project area to implement A19 in a way that
reclaims roads in an environmentally secure manner that need never be redone. It has
similarly failed to adjust its suitable timber base in a manner that does not require the
continued rebuilding of reclaimed roads, nor continued entry into Security Core that in
fact can take decades to become effectively secure, not just the 10 years anticipated by
A19. Doing so would save the taxpayer a lot of money, recognize the value of burned
forests to wildlife, and recognize how foolhardy it is to build roads for one-time timber
salvage in an area that will not produce commercial-size green timber again for many,
many decades. This Project is an ill-conceived make-work project that is not only costly
to the taxpayer, but environmentally destructive.
The inadequacies detailed above and in our comment letters violate the Administrative
Procedures Act, Endangered Species Act, National Forest Management Act, the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Administrative
Procedures Act in failing to comply with Forest Plan standards, failing to use
appropriate standards and other measures to adequately disclose the effects of the
action, failing to use the best available science, and failing to comply with numerous
BiOps and other requirements written to limit the Project’s adverse affects to threatened
grizzly bear, threatened lynx, threatened bull trout and other species.
REMEDY
For the above reasons, we ask that the EA and draft DN be deemed inadequate and
rescinded. We ask that no timber salvage be conducted in the fire area, that the
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remaining culvert where Road 2851 crosses South Creek be removed, and that a
concerted project instead be developed to eradicate noxious weeds and better reclaim
and re-vegetate the previously decommissioned roads in the area.
ATTACHMENTS INCLUDED IN THIS PDF
Draft Flathead LRMP Implementation Note #12, 4/28/93
May 24, 1994 letter from Bridger-Teton National Forest Supervisor Brian Stout to
Region 1 National Grizzly Bear Coordinator
ENCLOSURE SENT VIA U.S.P.S. - and Instructions for Use
One DVD containing the results of our July 21 and 22, 2016, photo survey of numerous
system and non-system roads, proposed salvage units, and natural re-vegetation is
being sent by U.S.P.S. More specifically, it contains:
1. Twelve folders of photos pertinent to the road or salvage unit identified in the folder
name. Each of those folders contains a KML file which, when opened in Google Earth,
shows the location of each photo in that folder by its photo file name/number. Each
folder also contains a “Keith Photo Notes” Word document highlighting the relevance
or circumstances of each photo.
2. One folder (KML Files Needed) contains various KML files provided by the Flathead
that are useful in identifying the locations of Security Core, barriers, gates, historical
roads, and system roads. These are the KML files used to produce the Google Earth
map images in this Objection. Another KML file is included that includes all of the
Objectors’ KML files found in the 12 photo folders in a single KML folder (Trail Creek
Salvage Hammer.kml).
3. Two photo folders are included that don’t provide kml geo-tagging information:
a. The folder “Re-Veg Misc along 2851” includes photos of natural re-vegetation taken
along Road 2851, largely in the Bent Creek area.
b. The folder “1678 ATV Trespass” includes two of the photos included in the 1678
folder, which were emailed to Ranger Mucklow on July 23, 2016.
A “Roads Key Map.pdf” is also provided as a useful reference tool in identifying the
various historic and system roads at issue when not using Google Earth simultaneously.
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"Draggoo, Michele -FS" <mdraggoo@fs.fed.us>
To: Keith Hammer <keith@swanview.org>
FW: FOIA Response

September 1, 2016 5:13 PM
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Hi	
  Keith,
	
  
I	
  have	
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  for	
  the	
  missing	
  pages	
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  the	
  4/28/93	
  Draft	
  LRMP	
  Implementation	
  Note	
  #12	
  you	
  provided…and	
  I	
  cannot	
  find	
  
them.
	
  
Michele
	
  
Michele Draggoo

Environmental Planning Coordinator
Forest Service
Flathead National Forest
p: 406-758-5269
f: 406-758-5379
mdraggoo@fs.fed.us
650 Wolfpack Way
Kalispell, MT 59901
www.fs.fed.us

Caring for the land and serving people

	
  
	
  
From:	
  Keith	
  Hammer	
  [mailto:keith@swanview.org]	
  
Sent:	
  Wednesday,	
  August	
  31,	
  2016	
  1:04	
  PM
To:	
  Draggoo,	
  Michele	
  -‐FS	
  <mdraggoo@fs.fed.us>
Subject:	
  Re:	
  FOIA	
  Response

Michele;
Thanks for your response to our August 2 FOIA request. I did indeed look at the Implementation Notes you had
provided previously, but that Note 12 is different subject matter than the draft Note 12 we referenced in our request.
Hence our question of whether the draft Note 12 was ever finalized or not - and the answer is looking like "no, it wasn't"
as indicated by Nancy Warren's fax cover sheet in the attached pdf of an incomplete version of draft Note 12.
In taking a second look at the draft Implementation Note 12, I note that the copy we received quite a while ago contains
two copies of page 3 and no copy of page 2.
Please consider this a FOIA request for a full copy of draft Implementation Note 12, preferably as a pdf if possible.
I've attached a pdf of the incomplete version received previously so you can see the problem and also some filing notes
that may make it easier for you to locate this.
A fee waiver is requested for the same reasons given in our August 2 request.
Your continued assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated,
Keith

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this
message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you

believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the email immediately. Draft Note 12.pdf (433 KB)
Keith Hammer - Chair
Swan View Coalition
3165 Foothill Road
Kalispell, MT 59901
406-755-1379 (ph/fax)
keith@swanview.org
http://www.swanview.org
http://www.swanrange.org
http://www.facebook.com/SwanViewCoalition
http://www.youtube.com/user/swanviewcoalition
"Nature and human nature on the same path."
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Only Decommissioned Roads Removed from the Forest Development Road System
May be Omitted from Calculations of Total Motorized Route Density
On the Flathead National Forest
Keith Hammer
June 4, 2015
Updated by Including Addendum
February 7, 2016
Executive Summary
This paper is written in response to attempts by the Flathead National Forest and the
Draft NCDE Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy to omit from calculations of Total
Motorized Route Density (TMRD) roads that may be impassable to motorized vehicles
but have not been adequately decommissioned and removed from the Forest
Development Road System (System).
The administrative record and the plain language of Flathead Forest Plan Amendment
19 (A19) show that a road must be reclaimed/obliterated/decommissioned (hereafter
“Reclaimed”) and removed from the System before it is no longer considered a road
that must be included in calculations of TMRD.
TMRD standards require road reclamation and removal of the road from the System,
while Security Core standards do not. Road reclamation is A19’s preferred method of
increasing Grizzly Bear Security Core because it simultaneously protects water quality
and fish through required culvert removals and other hydrologic stabilization work.
Reclamation of roads is not absolutely required in Security Core and roads restricted by
berms, boulders or dense vegetation may suffice, provided “a monitoring plan to detect
any erosion or culvert blockage problems” is implemented.
The A19 administrative record does not support the notion that a road can remain in
the System as a road and yet not be counted as a road in calculations of TMRD. As long
as the road remains in the System, even if placed in Intermittent Stored Service (ISS) or
any other “storage” or “impassable” category, it is considered a road and must be
included in the calculation of total road miles and TMRD.
Current and past attempts to exclude System roads from calculations of TMRD appear
to arise from interpretations like those guided by the ill-fated and short-lived
Implementation Note #13 in 1999 - which ran counter to the A19 administrative record.

Rather, implementation must be guided by the plain language of Amendment 19, as
clarified by its Appendix D definitions and the administrative record discussed below.
Amended EA for Amendment 19
The essential question of whether open and restricted roads need to be reclaimed and
removed from the System in order to meet TMRD and other A19 standards was
resolved, according to the Flathead National Forest, in the Amended A19
Environmental Assessment and its Appendix D. This Appendix was also issued as
Appendix D to A19 and as Flathead Forest Plan Unbound Appendix TT. In the
Amended EA’s Response to Public Comments, the Flathead responds:
Total motorized access density objectives must be met after including open and
restricted motorized roads and trails, except for those that have been reclaimed . .
. In response to comments that the definitions of restricted and reclaimed roads
and core areas did not adequately express our intent, additional text . . . has been
included as Appendix D [and] would be incorporated into the Forest Plan as
Unbound Appendix TT.
(Forest Plan Amendment 19 Amended Environmental Assessment. February 1995. Page
107.) The Amended EA continues in its Response to Public Comments:
Comment(s): The preferred alternative should make clear that meeting the Total
Motorized Access Density (TMAD) objective will require reclaiming open and
restricted roads.
Response: Chapter III of the EA describes the miles of road reclamation and road
restrictions estimated to result from implementation of each alternative. In
addition, Appendix D has been added to the EA. This Appendix defines in detail
“reclaimed road” and “restricted road.”
(Forest Plan Amendment 19 Amended Environmental Assessment. February 1995. Page
133.) Indeed Chapter III of the Amended EA, in describing the chosen Alternative 3C,
concludes:
To meet the standards and short-term objectives in MS-1 and MS-2 areas,
approximately 350 miles of open roads and 125 miles of currently restricted
roads would need to be reclaimed in the short term (5 years). To meet long term
(10 years) standards and objectives, another 175 miles of already-restricted roads
would need to be reclaimed.
(Forest Plan Amendment 19 Amended Environmental Assessment. February 1995. Page
95.)
Also, apparently in response to public comments including ours, the Amended A19 EA
reworked Figures 22 and 23 to reflect the reclamation of Chapter III’s estimated 475
miles of road and their removal from the road System to meet the 5-year A19 standards.
Figure 23 shows no category for “stored” or “impassable” System roads that would not
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be counted in calculating TMRD. Reclaimed roads are accounted for in the reduction of
total road miles in the System.
In other words, if it remains a System road, it gets counted as a road. That this common
sense understanding predated A19 is confirmed by Figure 22’s notation of 420 miles of
roads that were in 1990 “obliterated and removed from the forest inventory.”
Amendment 19 and Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee Definitions
The A19 process and the Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee (IGBC) process on which
it is based include the same three classifications of roads: Open, Restricted, and
Reclaimed. Neither includes a category for “stored” or “impassable” roads that remain
on the System yet would not be counted as roads in calculations of TMRD.
In part the definitions of Restricted and Reclaimed roads are as follows, first from A19:
RESTRICTED ROAD . . .
A road on which motorized vehicle use is restricted during the entire nondenning period. The road requires physical obstruction and motorized vehicle
use in the non-denning period is legally restricted by order . . .
Outside of security core areas, motorized administrative use is acceptable at low
intensity levels . . .
All restricted roads will be included in calculating total motorized access route
density . . .
RECLAIMED ROAD . . .
A reclaimed road has been treated in such a manner so as to no longer function
as a road or trail and has a legal closure order until reclamation is effective. This
can be accomplished through one or a combination of treatments including:
recontouring to original slope, placement of natural debris, or revegetation with
shrubs or trees . . .
Administrative use of reclaimed roads may not occur . . .
The entire road will receive treatment such that maintenance or entries to
maintain “road drainage” is not needed. This will require removal of culverts or
other water passage structures that are aligned with stream channels. In most
cases this will also require that road related sediment sources be repaired and the
road reworked to eliminate ditch water flow without the aid of cross drain
culverts . . .
Reclaimed roads that fully satisfy the definition of a reclaimed road will not be
included in calculations of open road density, total motorized access density, or
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security core area. Roads that have been treated, but that do not yet fully satisfy
the definition of a reclaimed road will be included in calculations for total
motorized access route density . . .
The acceptable lag time for the treatment to become effective and the expected
persistence of people to continue to use a road should dictate the amount and
type of initial, and perhaps follow-up, treatment required . . .
(Flathead Forest Plan Appendix TT; a.k.a. Appendix D to Amendment 19.)
Now, according to the IGBC:
Reclaimed/Obliterated Road -- a route which is managed with the long term
intent for no motorized use, and has been treated in such a manner so as to no
longer function as a road. An effective means to accomplish this is through one
or a combination of several means including: recontouring to original slope,
placement of logging, or forest debris, planting of shrubs or trees, etc. . .
Total Motorized Route Density calculations will include open roads, restricted
roads, roads not meeting all restricted or obliterated criteria, and all motorized
trails.
(Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee Task Force Report: Grizzly Bear/Motorized
Access Management; Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee; July 29, 1998; emphasis
added.)
Protocol Papers for Amendment 19 and the IGBC Task Force Report
Protocol Papers prepared for both A19 and the IGBC Task Force over the years
consistently document the use of only the initial three classifications of roads: Open,
Restricted, and Reclaimed. None include a category for roads to remain in the System
yet not be counted in calculations of TMRD:
. . . each road was classified as open, restricted, or reclaimed.
(Kathy Ake and Nancy Warren. 9/1/94 updated 2/17/95.) In 2001, the Protocol Paper
provides a bit more specific definition of road, as follows, but repeats the three allowed
classifications of roads:
Definitions are based upon the IGBC Motorized Access Management report with
verbal clarification from individual committee members (see Amendment 19
project file) . . .
ROAD . . . All created or evolved routes that are >500 feet long (minimum
inventory standard for the Forest Service INFRA data base), which are or were
reasonably and prudently drivable with a conventional passenger car or pickup.
Within the three classes below . . . OPEN ROAD . . . RESTRICTED ROAD . . .
RECLAIMED/OBLITERATED ROAD.
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(Protocol paper. Kathy Ake; 11/20/01; emphasis added).
Even the 2013 draft Protocol Paper Kathy Ake prepared as Appendix 5 to the Draft
NCDE Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy starts off on the right foot by clarifying that:
Sometimes referred to as a reclaimed or obliterated road, a historical road has
been treated in such a manner so as to no longer function as a road or trail, and
the road is no longer considered part of the agency’s road system.
When the 2013 Protocol Paper begins discussing the Draft Grizzly Bear Conservation
Strategy, however, it introduces a new and fourth classification of roads as “Closed
Yearlong Impassable” (hereafter “Impassable”):
Similar to historical roads, roads that are naturally revegetated, have the entrance
obliterated for >0.1 miles, or have the bridge or large >4ft culvert removed are
also not included in the analyses, i.e. they do not count in OMRD or TMRD, nor
are they buffered in the Secure Core analysis. These roads are impassable by any
vehicle (passenger car, truck, 4WD vehicle, ATV, motorcycle, etcetera). These
roads are still on the system. Revegetated roads defined as so grown-in that they
are no longer drivable. The vegetation is such that it is easier to walk on the sidehill as opposed to down the center of the road bed.
(Protocol Paper for Motorized Access Analyses Application Rule. Draft NCDE Grizzly
Bear Conservation Strategy Appendix 5. Kathy Ake. February 2013.)
This new, fourth classification of roads is introduced to the public for the first time in
the 2013 draft Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy while simultaneously stating it “Has
been incorporated this way since IGBC motorized access or Flathead NF’s A19 started.”
This interpretation is not supported by the administrative record.
In an 8/18/94 letter to the A19 Interdisciplinary Team Leader, Flathead Forest Wildlife
Biologist Nancy Warren documented her clarification on this very issue with members
of the IGBC Motorized Access Task Force:
Is it correct to classify all bermed, barricaded, tank-trapped, or overgrown (to just
a path) roads as restricted roads, even though they may not be “reasonably and
prudently driveable with a conventional passenger or pickup”, even though use
by all-terrain vehicles may not be restricted?
Tom Puchlerz [IGBC Task Force Chair] indicated that the intent was to classify as
“restricted” roads that could easily be re-opened by removing a barricade or tank
trap. If the road was so overgrown or rough that reconstruction would be needed
[and] if there were no access, then it would be classified as reclaimed/
obliterated. Tom Wittinger and Chris Servheen agreed with this interpretation.
(Nancy Warren to Jim Morrison; letter dated 8/18/94; emphasis added).
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The IGBC Task Force did not suggest a new, fourth classification of road. Nancy
Warren instead reports that, if the road is so overgrown and rough as to require
reconstruction to become passable again, it should be classified as Reclaimed. The
Flathead’s A19, however, requires among other things that all stream-bearing culverts
be removed from that road and that it be removed from the System in order to be fully
Reclaimed.
Moreover, as detailed above and summarized below, the A19 administrative record
does not support use of a fourth classification of Impassable road. In response to public
comment, the Amended A19 EA estimates the miles of open road that will need to be
closed to motor vehicles and the miles of open and already restricted roads that will
need to be reclaimed to meet A19 standards. Nowhere does it mention that roads can be
simply rendered “impassable” and retained as part of the System while not being
counted in calculations of TMRD.
Nor do any of the Protocol Papers prior to 2013 highlight that “impassable” roads can
simply be omitted from calculations of TMRD. Nor does either the 1994 or 1998 IGBC
Task Force Report say or allow this. Indeed, they make it clear that a road must meet all
of the criteria for a Reclaimed road to not be counted in calculations of TMRD. Simply
put, under A19, an Impassable road that remains on the road System is a Restricted
road and must be counted in calculations of TMRD until it has all of its stream-bearing
culverts and bridges removed, fully meets all other Reclaimed road criteria, and is
removed from the System.
Road Treatments Required by the Amendment 19 Fisheries Biological Evaluation
A19 reluctantly allows stream-bearing culverts and bridges to remain behind berms,
concrete and boulder barriers on Restricted roads in Security Core, provided “a
monitoring plan to detect any erosion or culvert blockage problems” is implemented.
However, A19 expressly requires that all those stream crossing structures be removed
from Reclaimed roads that will no longer be included in calculations of TMRD. This is
due in large part to the Fisheries Biological Evaluation for A19:
Implementation of the preferred alternative would result in the following: . . .
Direction for reclaiming/obliterating roads including removal of culverts which
greatly reduces the risk of future sedimentation problems resulting from culvert
failure on reclaimed roads.
Direction for restricted roads in core habitat areas to implement road drainage
treatments similar to reclaimed roads, or to develop and implement a monitoring
plan to detect any erosion or culvert blockage problems . . .
The determination [of effects on fish] assumes incorporation of the proposed
definitions and minimum treatment requirements for reclaimed and restricted
roads.
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(Biological Evaluation for Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout, and Shorthead Sculpin: Potential
Effects from Implementing Amendment 19, Alternative 3 to the Forest Plan. Donald E.
Hair. 2/4/95.)
The Fisheries Biological Evaluation, like all the other A19 and IGBC documents,
contends with the effects of Open roads, Restricted roads, and Reclaimed roads. It does
not mention a fourth classification of Impassable roads, let alone say that they are
considered separate from Restricted roads. Nor does it say Impassable roads can be
excluded from calculations of TMRD while leaving stream-bearing culverts to blow out
behind an obliterated entrance, the first already blown-out or otherwise removed >4ft
culvert, or in a roadbed grown thick with vegetation but still harboring stream-bearing
culverts.
Indeed, this fourth classification of Impassable roads appears to have all the trappings
of an under-the-radar, end-run around the clear language and requirements of A19. We
don’t doubt the Flathead has done this. We simply disagree that this is allowed by A19 for all the reasons provided above.
Implementation Note #13
On May 6, 1999 the Flathead issued Implementation Note #13 under the guise of
clarifying A19’s Appendix D definitions. It in fact contradicted them, in part by
allowing stream-bearing culverts to remain in Reclaimed roads in violation of the
conditions of the Fisheries Biological Assessment and the plain language of A19.
Swan View Coalition and Friends of the Wild Swan on September 23, 1999 filed a 60day notice of intent to file suit under the Endangered Species Act and the Forest
Supervisor rescinded Implementation Note #13 on November 19, 1999. Flathead Forest
spokesman Allen Rowley was quoted in the November 24, 1999 Missoulian: “We talked
it over with our attorneys and we decided they (conservation groups) were right.”
So here we are in 2014 with the Flathead claiming it can simply render or find a road
impassable, keep it on its road System, not remove all stream-bearing culverts, and yet
not count it in calculations of TMRD either. (Personal communication with Kathy Ake
10/15/14 and Kathy Ake’s Appendix 5 to the draft Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy.)
Indeed, connected Roads #10753 and #10754 in the Flathead’s Canyon Creek drainage
have seven washed out culverts, have never been adequately repaired or reclaimed, and
yet are not included in the Flathead’s calculation of TMRD. (Terms and Conditions
Monitoring Report: Bull Trout Biological Opinions for Post-fire Salvage Operations,
Flathead National Forest, 2007-2009; Craig Kendall; October 28, 2009; Appendix A
Summary of Road and Culvert Surveys - checked against “Impassable” road data files
provided by Kathy Ake 1/27/15). A19 certainly did not intend for the Flathead to allow
culverts to blow out and to then take credit for the reduction in TMRD as though the
blown-out roads had been properly reclaimed!
Leaving culverts to potentially blow out in roads not counted in TMRD would have
been allowed by Implementation Note #13. It appears the Flathead formally rescinded
Note #13, then went ahead and implemented portions of its intent anyway - in clear
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violation of the plain language of A19 and in spite of assurances by the Forest
Supervisor that the plain language of Flathead Forest Plan Appendix TT/A19 Appendix
D would be implemented:
. . . I have reviewed the language of LRMP Implementation Note #13 and the
existing Forest Plan Appendix TT and have determined to rescind
Implementation Note #13 to avoid any confusion or misunderstanding with the
implementation of Appendix TT . . . The definitions and direction contained in
Appendix TT will be used by the Flathead National Forest unless and until the
Forest Plan is subsequently amended or revised and any consultation obligations
are satisfied with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
(Letter of Supervisor Cathy Barbouletos to attorney Dan Rohlf. 11/19/99.)
No such amendments or revisions have taken place and Appendix TT/D remains the
law of A19. A19’s requirements to protect fish are not at odds with its requirements to
protect grizzly bear. A19’s requirements to remove stream-bearing culverts from
Reclaimed roads and to regularly inspect and clean culverts on Restricted roads are
indeed common sense measures required by Fish and Wildlife Service in numerous
biological opinions regarding bull trout. Rather than graciously comply with the
multiple-species requirements of A19, it appears the Flathead has instead employed a
shrouded classification of Impassable road to reportedly benefit bears while ducking
corresponding requirements to protect water quality, bull trout and other aquatic life.
The Flathead’s Road Decommissioning Spreadsheet
The Flathead’s Road Decommissioning Spreadsheet lists “Road Decommissioning
Projects” since A19 was first issued in 1995. It tracks five categories of Reclaimed roads:
Category 1 - System roads reclaimed and moved to Historic but still monitor for A19
Category 2 - System roads reclaimed and moved to Historic = revegetated - no
monitoring
Category 3 - Roads reclaimed and left as System roads, still monitor for A19
Category 4 - Moved to Historic, naturally revegetated, no contract work needed, no
monitoring
The fifth category is “Only Has Decision,” meaning reclamation plans have yet to be
implemented on those miles of road.
This spreadsheet shows clearly that the goal is to remove Reclaimed Roads from the
System as the reclamation treatments become effective. Interestingly, all roads from
Category 3 were shifted to other categories in 1999, the same year as the short-lived
Implementation Note #13, and it has remained at zero road miles ever since.
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A19 allows only three classifications of roads. Open and Restricted roads must be
included in calculations of TMRD and only Reclaimed roads are excused from those
calculations. Like all the other documents in the A19 administrative record, the
spreadsheet does not contain a classification or category for Impassable roads excused
from calculations of TMRD while remaining on the System.
According to A19 and Appendix TT/D, the only roads excused from calculations of
TMRD should be included in this spreadsheet of Reclaimed roads. But they aren’t all
included because a shrouded classification of Impassable roads exists, though contrary
to A19. (Personal communication with Kathy Ake 10/15/14; Kathy Ake’s Appendix 5
to the draft Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy; and “Impassable” road data files
provided by Kathy Ake 1/27/15.)
Conclusion
At every turn, A19 NEPA documents and the Flathead National Forest have pointed to
Forest Plan Appendix TT/A19 Appendix D as the guiding light and requirements of
A19. Appendix TT/D provides for only three classifications of roads: Open, Restricted,
and Reclaimed. It provides no classification for Impassable roads. Under A19, if a road
is rendered impassable by either an act of nature or by human intervention, it remains
an Open or Restricted road until it meets all criteria for a Reclaimed road and is
removed from the road System.
This interpretation describes the publicly observable practice of implementing A19. This
interpretation has been the Forest Service’s direct response to public comments raising
these very questions since 1995. This interpretation is consistent with the Forest Service
itself asking these very questions of the IGBC Motorized Access Task Force. This is also
the only interpretation of Appendix TT/D supported by the A19 administrative record.
The public discovery of the Flathead’s shrouded category of Impassable roads that need
not be included in calculations of TMRD came about only due to its disclosure in
Appendix 5 of the 2013 Draft NCDE Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy. Even then, its
disclosure is largely obscured by footnotes attempting to detail the differences in
motorized access management between the Flathead and the four other Forests in the
NCDE - partly because the other Forests apparently do not require all stream-bearing
culverts and bridges to be removed from Reclaimed roads.
Simply put, and for the reasons provided above, the Flathead must consider its
Impassable roads to be Restricted or Open roads, include them in calculations of TMRD,
and set about either repairing or reclaiming these roads to adequately protect water
quality, fisheries and wildlife. It violates A19 and a wide variety of conservation laws
for the Flathead to retain what at this juncture appears to be a “junk pile” of
unattended old roads. It adds insult to injury to suggest that these roads are
environmentally benign by implying they have been managed according to A19’s
standards for protecting water quality, fish and wildlife.
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Addendum Added February 7, 2016
“Storing” Roads is Not the Functional Equivalent of “Decommissioning”
The preceding portions of this paper remain unchanged. The preceding explains why
“impassable” roads can’t be omitted from Total Motorized Route Density (TMRD)
under Forest Plan Amendment 19 (A19). This addendum explains why neither
“impassable” nor “stored” roads are the functional equivalent of decommissioned
roads. The Flathead is proposing to reconstruct previously decommissioned “nonsystem” road templates for logging, then place them back into the road “system” under
“Intermittent Stored Service” (ISS) - as though ISS is the functional equivalent of
“decommissioning.”
ISS is not the functional equivalent of decommissioning. Nor did the A19 Amended EA
assess the effects of road reclamation/decommissioning as though roads removed from
the road system would periodically be rebuilt, requiring culverts to be reinstalled and
vegetation to be removed from the roadbed each time they are brought back into service
under ISS.
The Flathead’s Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project proposal, for example, proposes to
“construct approximately seven miles of new system roads on existing templates to
access proposed harvest units and then place these seven miles, plus approximately an
additional mile of road, into storage and classify the roads as intermittent stored service
(ISS) roads following salvage harvest operations . . . to facilitate harvest activities and
long-term resource management.” (Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project proposal released
for public review by Spotted Bear District Ranger Debbie Mucklow via cover letter
dated 1/26/16).
These roads would largely be rebuilt on “historic” road templates decommissioned and
removed from the road system as recently as 2000 and 2004. (Personal communication
with Matt Shaffer, FNF, and FNF’s 3/23/15 Road Decommissioning Projects
spreadsheet). “Upon completion of the project, the first portion of the road would be
recontoured to the original hillslope . . . Beyond the first portion of the road (200 - 600
feet) the roadway would be treated to discourage use including sporadic placement of
natural debris where available and seeding or planting to encourage re-vegetation.”
(Trail Creek Fire Salvage Project proposal released for public review by Spotted Bear
District Ranger Debbie Mucklow via cover letter dated 1/26/16).
While the Trail Creek proposal says that the new road design would “favor rolling dips
over culvert installation,” it does not say culverts will not be installed where necessary
and it does not say that they would be removed post-project if they are installed. The
proposal does make it clear that the road template would be brushed out and the road
surface bladed to allow for log hauling.
The proposal does acknowledge it would need site-specific amendments to A19 to
allow for summertime heavy equipment work on these road templates, which is not
allowed in Security Core during the non-denning period for grizzly bears. The proposal
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would then simply have the public and other agencies believe that post-project ISS is
the functional equivalent of decommissioning and complies with A19.
As described on pages 3 and 4 of this paper, A19 requires that a reclaimed/
decommissioned road be “treated in such a manner so as to no longer function as a road
or trail” and the IGBC further emphasizes “the long term intent for no motorized use.”
To the contrary, ISS designation has the long-term intent of intermittent motorized use
of the road and retains it in the road system. This is not the functional equivalent of a
decommissioned road that is removed from the system precisely because the long term
intent is to eliminate motorize use and render the road environmentally benign in the
watershed. This is clearly evident in Amended EA’s assessment of the effects of A19
road decommissioning, particularly on pages 65-67:
Road reclamation can decrease rates of surface erosion by up to 95 percent . . .
With road reclamation, culverts will be removed at stream crossings . . . The
potential increase in sediment due to culvert removals and other ground
disturbance will be balanced by an immediate decrease in peak flows and
subsequent stream channel erosion due to dispersing runoff concentrated by the
roads . . . Soil compaction on the reclaimed roads will gradually decrease as the
roads revegetate with woody shrubs and conifer. After 50 - 100 years, these areas
will have increased infiltration and productivity rates similar to undisturbed
sites. Water quality and fisheries will improve from the road reclamation
activities . . . culvert removal will reduce the risk of culvert failures . . . [and the
A19 EA alternative proposing the fewest open roads and the greatest amount of
Security Core] would improve watershed conditions more than all other
alternatives.
What the A19 Amended EA did not do was assess decommissioned roads as if they
were to be ISS roads intermittently used for logging access. While A19 requires that
Security Core remain in place and effective for at least 10 years, it did not contemplate
nor assess the effects of roads being decommissioned, rebuilt, then decommissioned
again on a repeating basis of every 10 years or so, or simply at the whim of the Forest
Service. Such a repetitive process clearly has significant negative impacts to vegetation,
soils and water quality not contemplated nor assessed in A19. In Trail Creek and other
projects, the Flathead is ignoring and shortchanging the benefits to soils, water quality
and fish that were fully integrated into A19 grizzly bear security standards.
ISS and Road “Storage”
The Flathead’s Travel Analysis Process, as documented in the June 2014 Beaver Creek
Analysis and elsewhere, defines ISS as “Closed to traffic. The road is in a condition that
THERE IS LITTLE RESOURCE RISK IF maintenance IS NOT PERFORMED (selfmaintaining). (FSH 5409.17-94-2).” (Emphasis in original). FSH 5409.17-94-2 in turn
defines “Road Storage [as] The process/action of closing a road to vehicle traffic and
placing it in a condition that requires minimum maintenance to protect the facility for
future use.”
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This is little more than Maintenance Level 1 “storage,” which is defined in the
Flathead’s 2014 Forest-Wide Travel Analysis Report as follows:
These roads have been placed in storage between intermittent uses. The period of
storage must exceed 1 year. Basic custodial maintenance is performed to prevent
damage to adjacent resources and to perpetuate the road for future resource
management needs. Emphasis is normally given to maintaining drainage
facilities and runoff patterns. Planned road deterioration may occur at this level.
A19 road decommissioning requires that “drainage facilities” like stream-aligned
culverts be removed, not maintained. A19 decommissioning also requires that “runoff
patterns” be “reworked to eliminate ditch water flow without the aid of cross drain
culverts,” not to maintain runoff patters through culverts. (A19, Appendix D). Hence,
again, ISS and other “stored” roads are not the functional equivalent of an A19
decommissioned road. Properly decommissioned roads, unlike those repeatedly reused,
should pose no risk to a watershed, require no maintenance, and are allowed to revegetate. That re-vegetation not only deters human use of the old travel-way, it also
over time de-compacts any road surface that was not mechanically de-compacted at the
time of decommissioning.
The Problems with “Storage” and “Impassable” Exemplified
So, what could possibly go wrong in the Flathead’s pursuit of replacing road
decommissioning with road “storage” and/or classifying roads “impassable?” In
addition to misrepresentations made to the public and other agencies like Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS), plenty. Take Raghorn Road #10802 in the Coal Creek watershed
as an example:
According to the Flathead’s 3/23/15 Road Decommissioning Projects spreadsheet, the
Flathead decided to reclaim Road #10802 on 9/25/92 as a part of the North Coal
Salvage Timber Sale. The Biological Assessment for this timber sale was supplemented
on 4/15/94 and FWS concurred with its findings on 5/5/94, citing the same grizzly
bear research and findings soon to be incorporated into A19 in 1995.
Given the importance of Coal Creek to bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout, the
Flathead revisited the pre-A19 decisions for Road #10802 and two others in the
watershed. The subsequent 7/27/10 decision by District Ranger Jimmy DeHerrera for
these roads decided to remove all 15 culverts from the three roads, 13 of them on Road
#10802, including all cross-drain culverts:
These actions are being proposed to protect important bull trout spawning areas.
If these culverts fail during a storm event, unnecessary sediment would be
transported downstream jeopardizing spawning and rearing habitat for fish and
impacting water quality. A TMDL [Total Maximum Daily Load plan for an
“impaired water body”] was also completed for Coal Creek in 2005 and road
waterproofing was identified to alleviate sediment conditions in Coal Creek.”
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On 6/21/2010, FWS concurred with the decision to remove all the culverts. Coal Creek
was soon after designated Bull Trout Critical Habitat, adding additional Endangered
Species Act prohibitions to damaging threatened bull trout habitat. In 2012, however,
the Flathead considered the road “waterproofed” after removing only 3 culverts less
than half way up the 3.69-mile-long Road #10802, leaving other culverts in place!
(Waterproofing Rd. 10802 map and notes by Pat VanEimeran and John Littlefield,
November 2012).
Several of the remaining culverts beyond those removed are stream-aligned and at least
two of them were flowing water when I inspected them on 8/20/15! VanEimeran and
Littlefield’s November 2012 notes cited above also document water flowing across and
under the road at these locations!
The Flathead’s INFRA database and KML (Google Earth Keyhole Markup Language)
road files provide by Kathy Ake in 2015 nonetheless classify the entire road as a
Maintenance Level 1 “system” road that is “impassable” and hence not included in A19
calculations of TMRD. This even though the road is not impassable according to the
“impassable” criteria Ake listed in the Draft Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy (see
page 5 of this paper): 1) the first portion is not naturally re-vegetated to the degree it
hinders motorized or foot travel - in fact the brush was cut back, apparently to provide
passage for the culvert-removal machinery in 2012, 2) the entrance to the road has not
been obliterated, and 3) the three culverts removed were 36” diameter culverts that
don’t meet the minimum 4’ culvert removal criteria to qualify as an impassable barrier.
When compared to Ake’s Conservation Strategy criteria, Road #10802 is not an
“impassable” road but a bermed road. Under A19 this bermed road can be and is
largely located in Security Core habitat. Though decommissioning the road is preferred
under A19, a berm closure of restricted road in Security Core is allowed - provided the
Forest develops and implements “a monitoring plan to detect any erosion or culvert
blockage problems” on each such road. (Biological Evaluation for Bull Trout, Cutthroat
Trout, and Shorthead Sculpin: Potential Effects from Implementing Amendment 19,
Alternative 3 to the Forest Plan. Donald E. Hair. 2/4/95.)
Hair’s culvert monitoring requirement, above, is also repeated in A19’s Appendix D
definition of a restricted road. In spite of this, the Flathead has not developed a single
culvert-monitoring plan for any of the many score of bermed roads in Security Core, let
alone for Raghorn Road #10802! (Chip Weber’s 9/22/15 response to Swan View
Coaltion’s 8/7/15 FOIA request).
Whether a bermed road or an “impassable” road, as made clear in this paper, Road
#10802 must nonetheless be included in calculations of TMRD. And this brings us back
to the plain language interpretation of A19: a road must have all stream-aligned
culverts removed, all cross-drain culverts removed or rendered non-essential and
harmless, and be removed from the road “system” before it is no longer a road counted
in TMRD. Moreover, Road #10802 should have all of its culverts removed because the
Flathead promised the public and FWS that it would do so in National Environmental
Policy Act and ESA consultation documents!
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Raghorn Road #10802 is but one example of what goes wrong when the Flathead fails
to follow the plain language of its own Forest Plan and road decommissioning
decisions. Instead of a decommissioned road that no longer functions as a road or trail,
Road #10802 can be easily walked or ridden on a mountain bike or driven for at least
the first mile by violating the berm closure in/on a motorized vehicle. Bears and other
wildlife are left with easier human access into their habitat than promised and bull trout
are left with culverts that remain ticking time bombs instead of having been removed as
promised. FWS has concluded:
Culverts left in place behind gated and bermed roads . . . pose a risk to bull trout
. . . Whatever the design life, any crossing structure would have a 100% chance of
failure over its installation life if it is not removed after the road is abandoned.
(FWS’s Montana Field Office, Biological Opinion on the Effects of the Moose Post-Fire
Project on Bull Trout, 11/14/2002).
Conclusion
The public is left with little reason to trust the Flathead as it repeatedly attempts to end
run A19’s fiscally responsible program to restore grizzly bear habitat security in a way
that provides the same benefits to other wildlife and fish. If the Flathead wants to
change A19, it needs to issue a major Forest Plan amendment with full public disclosure
and involvement. It cannot lawfully or ethically change A19 by simply claiming that
“impassable” and ISS “system” roads are not really roads, are equivalent to
decommissioned roads removed from the “system,” and need not be included in
TMRD.
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